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the program and its staff. Progress for them is to feel equipi marketable skills that will give them a Chance to compete effe< for a permanent, well-paying Job. Lacking clear signs of progi many become frustrated and resign from the program, at times ii attempt to retain a sense of manhood and independence. In so c many proclaim they would rather "give it up" (trying to obtain than "slave for the man" (to engage in hard labor)j a populär c expression for Job is "slave."
On leaving, they are in effect "shaken out" of the program, in discussing the prograin with any interested party, they öfter their worst experiences and characterize the whole program äs ' of time." In bad-mouthing the program to other members of the munity, they seek affirmation and support in having been wise <= quit the program. As they travel through the Community, they s have anything positive to say about the program. In effect, tl only draw the cultural boundary between the streets and the prc more strongly and clearly. Insofar äs they have prestige on tl street, they then influence others to be loyal to the streets fc rejecting the programs.
Significantly, many individuals tend not to specify which j they have had a bad experience with, and their listeners often require specifics.  In such instances, "the program" sometimes to almost any and all programs in existence. There is a tender Community people with no first-hand experience to lump all proc together, not distinguishing between programs, be they federal, or local. Reports on a program, good or bad, seem to be readiü generalized.
As the casualties of the "program" move on, they fall into situations that attract them.  Some develop time-consuming new aimed at financial self-survival, for example a Job with a fast restaurant, an exterminating Company, or a factory. Chance plc important role here,  If employment fails to materialize, some have been known to involve themselves in drug dealing and other criminal activity for financial gain; people of the Community i make an association between idle unemployment and crime.  Öfter last choice, those with clear law-abiding intentions may attem]c enlist in military Service, but often they are rejected.
Through their travels about the city and the local communit find it necessary to maintain that their decision to leave the was a good one. A working conception of oneself and the progrö develops, complete with excuses and justifications for why thin not work out with the program. In this instance, many conclude more firmly that a well-paying Job for them was simply not poss through any association with the program.
As frustration and disappointment grow, the program also Ic relatively mature participants who have a measure of discipline often the motivation to succeed at using the program for obtain permanent Job. In fact, this is the initial goal of many of tfc entering the program. But when they fail to achieve this goal, serious, and perhaps more intelligent, youths—those with a cle of options—move on, wanting no longer to tolerate the "abuse"

